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"Be a Smart Investor" 
Smart Investor program aims to spread financial knowledge though 
equipping young students with basic concepts related to money 
management, savings and smart financial planning for the future 
through interactive edutainment activities. 

Following participation in the program, students will be able to: 

Learn various financial literacy terminologies.  
Recognize the importance of savings and gain knowledge on 
various financial planning concepts to make sound financial 
decisions. 
Identify the different methods of financial payments i.e debit and 
credit card, cash, cheques. 
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 Session Titles and Summaries: 

Session One: Where did my money disappear? (Thinking and 
Specifying) 

Students learn to make sound financial decisions through understanding the 
importance of thinking and specifying before purchasing any product.   

Session Two: Smart Financial Planning (Planning) 

Students learn to reach a desired goal through smart financial planning and 
apply the concept through an activity.   

Session Three: Discovering the Secrets of an ATM  (Execution) 

Students learn how to use the ATM through a pop-up ATM and get to learn the 
different types of financial payments i.e. cash, credit card, debit card, cheque, 
etc. 

Session Four: My Future is my Saving Box (Saving) 

Students learn the concept and importance of saving through creating paper 
saving boxes.  

Session Five: We Live through Work (Progression) 

Students learn the importance of earning through working and participating in 
role-playing various workplaces such as a bank to gain exposure on the roles 
and responsibilities of employees.   

Session Six: My Money is My Responsibility (Evaluation) 

Students learn the importance of moderate spending for necessities only and 
its' importance for their economic future. 

Session Seven: The "Smart Investor" Challenge 

Students apply the concepts learned in the previous sessions by playing the 
“Smart Investor” game.   The student with the highest number of points in each 
class will qualify for an educational trip to Bahrain Bourse. 


